At Taher, Inc.,
we understand the importance of:
organic grown, vegan Menu,
faire–trade, Vegetarian
Menu, hydroponics and bio-
degradable Products

Here are a few of our products that we have available on a daily basis:

Can Coffee – Faire–trade
Tomatoes – Hydroponic grown by Cabrillo
Strawberries – Hydroponic Grown by Cabrillo
Butter Lettuce – Hydroponic Grown by Cabrillo
Other Vegetables & Fruits – Organic Local
Refried Beans – vegetarian
Brown Rice & Spanish Rice – Vegan/Vegetarian
Garden Burger – Vegetarian
Pizza – Vegan/Vegetarian
Salad Bar – Organic local
Veggie Sandwiches & Wraps
Burrito’ s, Taco’ s & Quesadilla’ s – Vegetarian
Mexican Bowl – Vegetarian
Tofu Breakfast Burrito – Vegan/Vegetarian
Tofu Scramble – Vegan
Soyrizo Breakfast Burrito – Vegan/Vegetarian
Naked Juice – Organic
Fries – made in vegetable oil
All of our utensils, plates & napkins are bio-degradable

Our used fry oil is turned into bio-fuel